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We define the concept of a representation f a set of either linear constraints inbounded in- 
tegers, or convex constraints inbounded integers. A regularity condition plays a crucial role in 
the convex case. Then we characterize the representable sets (Theorem 2.1) and provide several 
examples of our representations. 
A consequence of our characterization is that the only representable s ts are those from 
'either/or' constraints. This latter case can be treated by generalizations of techniques from the 
disjunctive methods of cutting-plane theory (e.g. [2] and [30]). 
The representations given here are intended for use as part of the constraints of a larger op- 
timization problem, where they often can serve to tighten the (linear or convex) relaxation. 
The study of representations was initiated by Meyer and in the linear case we continue the 
development i  [35]. 
Keywords. Disjunctive methods, linear relaxation, mixed-integer programming, modeling. 
I. Introduction 
The study of representability begins with a paper of Dantzig [16] and has been 
continued by many authors (e.g., [20], [21], [26], [31], [43], [45], [46], [47], [51], 
[61]). The systematic development is due to Meyer; our work continues that ap- 
proach. 
Our focus in this paper is on a characterization result (Theorem 2.1) which shows 
that the only representable s ts are those which arise from 'e i ther/or '  constraints. 
For this case, extensions of the disjunctive methods of cutting-plane theory (as e.g. 
[2] and [30]) can be used to obtain the desired representations, when combined with 
ideas from Meyer's approach. Theorem 2.1(d) is due to Jeroslow and Lowe [35], 
and here we extend this kind of characterization to certain nonl inear programming 
settings. 
The representation techniques used here are most effective when applied to a sub- 
set of the entire set of a larger mixed integer program (MIP). In a later paper [33] 
we will describe the extension of these techniques to provide ' l inkage' between the 
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subsets represented, and to develop a general concept of 'structure' for MIP. 
Discussion of the optimality properties of these techniques (particularly in terms of 
the size of the linear relaxation) will be deferred to that paper. 
Much of the progress in solving large MIPs is due to improved representations 
of selected parts of the entire MIP constraint set (e.g., [11], [13], [14], [20], [36], 
[39], [49], [511, [60], [61]). 
Here is an outline of the paper. 
In Section 2, we give the definitions of representability and then provide the basic 
results which characterize representable s ts. 
In Section 3, several examples are given to illustrate the characterizations for 
linear mixed-integer optimization. These examples upplement those in [35] and 
[36]. They are intended to illustrate, both, some of the breath of real-world situa- 
tions which can be treated by our techniques, and also some of the subtleties of 
representing these situations. 
In Section 4, we discuss some of the issues which arise in representations for con- 
vex nonlinear mixed-integer optimization, and provide examples. 
In a related paper [32], we give a more detailed study of the connections between 
three concepts of function representability, and the concept of set representability 
studied here. 
We mention some issues of notation. Here conv(S) respectively cl(S) respectively 
clconv(S) denote the convex span respectively the closure respectively the closure of 
the convex span, of a set S in Euclidean space. 
2. Characterization results for representable sets 
A set S c ~ k is represented by a vector-valued function f(x; y) together with a 
subset K c { 1 . . . . .  u} of the set of indices of the auxiliary variables y = (Yl . . . . .  Yu) 
and a vector be  ~m, if the following holds: 
x e S ~ there exists y with Yk ~ {0, 1 } for k e K, and f(x; y) <_ b. (2.1) 
When (2.1) holds, the triple (f,K,b) (together with the partition (x;y) of the 
variables of f )  is called a representation of S. The auxiliary variables Yk, k ~ K, 
which are binary constrained, play a special role and are also called control 
variables. Another name we use for auxiliary variables - both control and con- 
tinuous - is parameters. 
S is said to be representable r lative to some class of functions if S has a represen- 
tation with a function f from that class. A set S, when representable r lative to a 
class of functions, may have several different representations which vary substan- 
tially according to properties possessed by these representations, notably, their 
linear relaxation [33]. 
Our interest here will be in representations relative to the class F of vectors of 
positively homogenous closed convex functions, having no - oo values, such that for 
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the partition (x; y) of variables the following property holds: 
f(0;y)_<0 --, y=0.  (2.2) 
(This technical condition (2.2) is motivated just following Theorem 2.1 .) Recall that 
positive homogeneity of f(x;  y) means that: 
f(Ax; 2y)=Af(x;y)  for all ~.>_0. (2.3) 
Our general references for convex functions and sets are [52] and [58]. The sets S 
representable with fe  F will be termed bounded-convex-representable, breviated 
b.c.r. 
We shall also be interested in sets S representable with f (x;  y) a linear transforma- 
tion; the sets so representable are called b-MIP.r. Thus, S is a b-MIP.r set if and 
only if there are matrices A,B  a vector b and a subset Kc  {1 .. . . .  u} with: 
x ~ S ~ there exists y with Yk ~ {0, 1 } for k ~ K and Ax + By <_ b. (2.4) 
The subject of linear representability (i.e., f(x, y) linear) is simpler in some respect 
than that of convex representability, since recession conditions do not play as cen- 
tral a role (see [35]). Moreover, if A, B and b in (2.4) are in a certain ordered field, 
the constructions of this paper stay within that field. 
Note that, in b-MIP representability, he special technical stipulation (2.2) is not 
made. More will be said in this regard below (see e.g., (2.22) below). 
When we can take K = 13 in (2.1), the adjective 'simply' is pre-fixed to its represent- 
ability. 
In what follows, for a closed convex set S, rec(S) will denote the recession direc- 
tions of S [52]. 
The next theorem is our main result, and characterizes b.c.r, sets. Its part (d) can 
be obtained by combining results and discussion in [35], and is implicit in [35]. 
Much of the difficulty in part (c) of the theorem is due to the need to verify (2.2) 
for certain claimed representations. 
Theorem 2.1. (a) A set S is simply b.c.r, i f f  S is a closed, convex set. 
(b) A set S is simply b-MIP, r i f f  S is a polyhedron. 
(c) A set S is b.c.r, i f f  S = S 1U ... U S t is a finite union o f  closed, convex sets Si 
with the same recession directions (i.e., rec(Si) is independent of  i, 1 < i<_ t). 
(d) A set S is b-MIP.r i f f  S=P1U. . .UP  t is a finite union of  polyhedra Pi with 
the same recession directions. 
Proof. (a) Suppose S is a closed, convex set in ~g: 
S= {xeIR e ]aix<_bi, i e I}  (2.5) 
for suitable vectors aiE ~k, scalars bi E ~, and index set I~:0. The function g(x; y) 
of (k+ 1) variables defined by 
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~sup{aix -biy}, if y_>0, 
g(x,y) = (.+ 0% if y<0 (2.6) 
has epigraph 
epi(g) = {(z,x,y)ly>-O, z>-aix - biY all i6 I} (2.7) 
which is a closed convex cone. Hence, g is a closed convex function which is 
positively homogeneous, and clearly g has no -oo  values; so g ~F. 
We have: 
x~S ,--, there exists yER with g(x;y)<_O, y= 1. (2.8) 
If  we put K=0,  f (x;y)=(g(x;y),y,-y) and b=(0,  1 , -  1), we have (2.1) with f 
closed, convex, positively homogeneous, with no -oo  values. Also (2.2) is easily 
verified. Thus S is simply b.c.r. 
Conversely, suppose S is simply b.c.r, with a representation as in (2.1) and K= 0. 
We may assume S ~ 0. I f  x, x '  ~ S and 0_< 2 _< 1, there are y, y '  with f(x, y) <_ b and 
f(x', y') <_ b. By convexity, 
f(2x + (1 - 2)x', 2y + (I - 2)y')  < 2b + (1 - 2)b = b 
and so 2x+ (1 -2 )x '~ S. Therefore S is convex, and it remains only to show that S 
is closed. 
Let each x~n)~S with x~n)--'x °. We shall show that x°~S. Let y(n) be such that 
f(x(n), y(n)) _< b. 
We may assume that the sequence y(n) is hounded. Otherwise, without loss of 
generality each y(n) ¢ 0 and Ily(n)U 1" + oo. By homogeneity, 
f(x(")/llY~")[[, Y (")/[[Y~")[I) - b/By ~")ll. 
We have x(")/llytn)[t--,O, b/llytn)[l~O, and without loss of generality t")/lly~)ll~y 
where IlYl[-- 1. By lower semicontinuity, f(0, y )< 0, which contradicts (2.2). 
Since the sequence y(n) is bounded, without loss of generality tn)-'z °. By lower 
semi-continuity, f (x °, z °) < b hence x ° e S. 
(b) Suppose S is a polyhedron in ~k. Then for some matrix A and vector b, 
xeS ~ Ax<b. (2.9) 
With f(x; y) = Ax (and u = 0), we have (2.1) for f linear. Thus, S is simply b-MIP.r. 
Conversely, suppose S is simply b-MIP.r,  so that (2.4) holds with K= I~. Then S 
is a projection of the polyhedron P = {(x, y) lAx + By <_ b} and, as such, is itself a 
polyhedron. 
(c) Suppose that S is a finite union of closed convex sets S = S~ tO... t_JSt with 
rec(Si) independent of i. We may assume that all Si:~fJ and t _  1. (If S=0,  the 
proof is trivial.) By (a), there are positively homogeneous closed convex functions 
fi(x; y (i)) and vectors b (i) with: 
x e Si ~ there exists y~i) with f~(x; y(i)) < b(i). (2.10) 
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The condition (2.2) holds for each f~. 
We claim that if 1 <.i<_t: 
f/(x;y)<__0 for some y ~ xerec(Si) .  (2.11) 
In fact, if f~(x;y)<__0 and 2_>0, let x 'eS  i be arbitrary. Then for some y', 
f i (x' ;y')<_b (i) and by convexity and positive homogeneity (which implies sub- 
additivity) 
f~(x'+ Ax; y '+  2y) _<f/(x'; y ' )  +3~ (Ax; Ay) < b(i) + 0 = b (i) (2.12) 
so that x' + A.x e S. As A _> 0 was arbitrary, x e rec(Si). 
For the converse, let x e rec(Si). If ,1 _> 0 is arbitrary and x' ~ Si, then x' + Zx ~ Si. 
Hence, for each integer n> 1, there exists w ~n) with j~(x'+nx; w(n))<-b (i). 
We now claim that there exists a constant L_> 0 such that for n_> 1 
[[ w(n)l[ < nL. (2.13) 
Indeed, if (2.13) fails for all L, then for e > 0 arbitrary we have IIx'+ nx[I/llw<')[I <e 
for infinitely many n. Without loss of generality, (x'+nx)/llw~")l[--O, yet 
f i( (x' + nx)/LIw~')ll, w~') /llw<')[I) <- b ~i) /l[w")[I 
by positive homogeneity. We may assume that w~')/l]w~')[I-~ w for some w with 
[[w[I = 1, and by lower semi-continuity J](0; w)< 0. This contradicts (2.2) and esta- 
blishes (2.13). 
By (2.13), we may assume, without loss of generality, that w~n)/n--,y for some 
vector y. By positive homogeneity, f i (x ' /n  + x; w(n)/n) <- b(i)/n and so f/(x; y) < 0 
by continuity. 
This establishes the claim in (2.11). 
Let L = CO ( -C)  where C= rec(Si) is independent of i. Note that L is a linear 
space and put S '=Sf )L  ±. We have 
S=S'  + L. (2.14) 
The containment S '+ L c_ S is immediate as L c_ rec(Si) for all i. As to the reverse 
containment, if xeS i  write x=u+o with ueL ,  o~L ±. Then as -u~rec(S i )  we 
have o=x-ueS i, so oeS.  This gives o~Sf )L  ± =S'. 
We claim: 
xeS"  ~ there are x ~1), . (t) and binary integers • ..,.~ ;y(l),. . . ,y(t) 
)tl . . . . .  2t with (for j=  1 . . . . .  t) fj(x(J),y(J))<_]tjb (j), 
t t 
Ax~J)=0; and ~] ;tj= 1, all 9.j>_0, x= ]~ x ¢/). (2.15) 
j= l  j= l  
In (2.15), A is a matrix such that L ± = {x lAx=O},  and all variables in the x (i) and 
y~i) are distinct from one another. 
To see the direction *-- in (2.15), let i be the unique index such that ~.i = 1 and 
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2j = 0 for j 4: i. Then for each j 4: i, f j  (X (j), y (J))--< 0 and so, using (2.11) and the hypo- 
thesis, x(J) ~ rec( Sj ) = rec( Si ). Since x= ~ j x (j) and x(i) u. Si , we find that x e Si C _ S. 
Moreover, for all j, we have Ax(J)=o. Thus x= ~jx(J) EL  ±, SO x~.S("IL ± =S'. 
Combining (2.14) and (2.15), we have: 
x~S ,--, there are x' ,x" ,x  (1) .... ,x(t); y(l) . . . .  ,y(t)  and 
binary integers 21 .. . . .  2t with (for j=  1 . . . . .  t): 
fj(x(J); y(J))< )~jb (j), Ax(J) =o; and ~ 2 j=1,  
J 
all 2j>_O, x '= ~ x (j), Bx"=O, x=x '+x"  (2.16) 
J 
where L = {x[Bx=O}.  The right-hand side of (2.16) can be put in the form of the 
r.h.s, of (2.1), for a (vector of) closed convex, positively homogeneous functions 
f (x ;y )  in which the parameters y are x ' ,x"x  O) . . . . .  x(t);yO) . . . . .  y(0,21 . . . . .  2 t and 
the indices K correspond to the 2 k. We omit the details, but we do note that the 
condition f(0,  y)_< 0 of (2.2) becomes: 
fj(x(J); y(J))~O, AX (j)=O for all j ;  
(2.17) 
X'= 2 x(J), Bx"=O, all )tj=0, O=x'+x" .  
J 
Since x' ~ L and x" ~ L, the fact that 0 = x' + x" forces x' = 0, x" = O. 
Fix any i~ {1 .. . . .  t}. Since rec(Sj) is independent of j ,  fj(x(J),y(J))<_O implies 
(J) (J) (J) x ~rec(Si) for all j, by (2.11). Then the facts that 0= ]~ix (and that S,i~i x " 
rec(Si)) give - x (i) ~ rec(Si). We have x (i) E CM ( -  C) =L and also x (i) ~ L ' ,  so 
x (i)= 0. As x (i) was arbitrary, we have x (j)= 0 for all j. Thus fj(0; y(J))<_0 for all 
j ,  and so by the hypothesis (2.2) on the f j ,  we have y(J)=0 for all j. 
This verifies that f(0; y)_< 0 implies y = 0, so (2.2) holds and (2.16) is a representa- 
tion of S. 
Now suppose that S is b.c.r, as in (2.1) with f (x ;  y) positively homogeneous and 
closed convex. For each setting (r = (Ok ] k E K) of binary values Vk ~ {0, 1 } for the 
control variables (Yk ]keK) ,  define a set: 
So= {x[ for some y we havef (x ;y )<_b  and yk=Vk, keK}.  (2.18) 
Note that the vector function fo (x; y) = (f(x; y), (Yk [k e K), (--yk ]k ~ K)) is posi- 
tively homogeneous and closed convex, b ° = (b, (vk ] k e K), ( -  Oh [ k e K)) is a vector 
and So = {xl for some y, fG(x; y)_< b a}. The condition (2.2) for f implies the same 
for fo. By part (b) of this theorem, So is closed and convex. By (2.1), S= Uo so. 
it remains only to show that rec(S,) is independent of ~r whenever So4:0. 
By reasoning as for (2.11), we find that, for Scr4:fO, 
there exists y with f (x ;  y) <_ 0 
and Yk=O for keK ~ x~rec(So). (2.19) 
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(Note that the lefl-handside in (2.19) is f~(x; y)<0.)  Thus, rec(S~) is independent 
of a, as desired. 
(d) The proof here parallels that for (c) except hat (2.2) is neither assumed for 
the f/, nor do we need to establish it for the function f constructed. A small simpli- 
fication in the construction then occurs. 
In partial detail, if S = P1U-.. tO Pt is a finite union of non-empty polyhedra with 
the same recession directions, and the f /a re  linear functions with 
xeP i  "-' there exists y~i) with J~(x; y(i))<-bti), (2.20) 
then one easily proves that, analogous to (2.15), 
xeS ~ there are x (l), ...,x(t);y (1) .... ,y(t) and ~1 .... ,'lt 
with fj(x(J); y(J))<)~jb (j) j=  1 . . . . .  t; and 
2j= 1, all ).je {0, 1}, x= ~ x ~). (2.21) 
J J 
To verify (2.21), one may note (in the ,-- direction) that using the linearity of f j ,  
fj(x(J); y(S))<_ 0 implies x(J) e rec(Pj). Then one notes that the r.h.s, in (2.21) pro- 
vides a representation f S via linear functions. 
Conversely, if S has a representation (2.1) with f (x,  y) linear, one easily sees that 
the sets So constructed in the proof of (c) above are polyhedra. The proof then pro- 
ceeds as in (c). [] 
The technical condition (2.2) for b.c.r, sets has been used because, without it, 
non-closed convex sets can be representable. (The latter do not interest us here.) For 
example, the set S= {(xl,x2)Ixl,x2>--O and xl.x:>_ 1} is closed and convex, so by 
Theorem 2.1(a) it is simply b.c.r., with a representation (2.1) satisfying K=0 and 
(2.2). Then the set S' = {xl I for some x2, (xl, x2) e S } = {x~ [x~ > 0} is not closed, yet: 
xl eS '  o for some x2,y we have f ' (x l ;x2,y)<b (2.22) 
where f'(xl;x2, Y)=f(xl,  x2; Y). Without the condition (2.2) on f ' ,  (2.22) would have 
been accepted as a representation f S'. 
From the proof of Theorem 2. l(c), when the set S= S 1U--. U St, with rec(Si) in- 
dependent of i, has 'no linearity' (i.e., L=rec(Si)N-rec(Si)={0}),  we obtain a 
small simplification in the representation f S. Specifically, (2.21) holds and the 
condition (2.2) for f(x; y) can be verified. 
We note the occurrence of an 'SOSI' type [5] of constraint ~i,~i----1 on all the 
representations for unions of sets. Special branching can advantageously use this 
constraint structure, which does not occur in many other kinds of representations. 
We next derive some consequences of the work above, which will be useful in sub- 
sequent work. 
We can generalize the concept of a recession cone from that of a closed, convex 
set to that of a b.c.r, or MIP.r set S as follows: 
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rec(S) = {x] for all x' ~ S and 2 _> 0, x' + 2x e S}. (2.24) 
Proposition 2.1. Let Sl , . . . ,  St be nonempty closed, convex sets respectively poly- 
hedra, such that rec(Si) is independent o f  i. Then S=SIU . . .USt  is b.c.r, respec- 
tively MIP.r  with 
rec(S) = rec(Si) fo r  all i = 1 . . . . .  t. (2.25) 
Proof. Since rec(Si) is independent of i, one easily proves that rec(S/) c rec(S). For 
the reverse inclusion, let x' e S and x ~ rec(S). Then for a sequence of values 2 n > 0 
of 2 with ~nT+oo, there is a fixed i with x '+2nx~S i. One easily proves that 
x e rec(S/). Hence rec(S) ___ rec(S/). [] 
In the proof of Theorem 2.1(c), for a representable s t S we saw that S= UoSa 
where (2.18), (2.19) held. The following is then immediate from Proposition 2.1. 
Corollary 2.1. I f  S¢O is b.c.r, or b-MIP.r, and represented in (2.1), then 
rec(S) = {x ]for some y with Yk = O, k e K, we have f (x ;  y) <- 0}. (2.26) 
Corollary 2.2. l f  S~O is b.c.r, or b-MIP.r, then 
rec(S) = {x[for  some x 'eS  and all 2_>0, x '+ AxeS}.  (2.27) 
Proof. One may adapt the proof of Proposition 2.1. [] 
Corollary 2.3. I f  S is b.c.r, or b-MIP.r, then S is closed. 
Proof. A finite union of closed sets is closed. [] 
Using Corollary 2.2, one easily proves the following: 
Lemma 2.1. I f  S and T are non-empty b.c.r, or b-MIP.r sets, then 
Sc_ T implies rec(S)c_rec(T). 
Lemma 2.2. Let the b.c.r, or b-MIP.r be represented as in (2.1). Then: 
clconv(S) c {xlfor some y with O<_yk < _ 1, keK ,  we have f (x ;y )<b}.  (2.29) 
Proof. The set on the right in (2.29) is closed, convex and contains S. [] 
Corollary 2.4. Let S be a b.c.r, or b-MIP.r, set. Then 
rec(S) = rec(conv(S)). (2.30) 
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Proof. Denote the right-hand side in (2.29) by T. Then from Lemma 2.1, 
rec(S) c_ rec(conv(S)) =rec(clconv(S)) c_rec(T). 
Thus it suffices to show that rec(T) = rec(S). However, T is a representable s t with 
the simple representation the r.h.s, in (2.29), and by Corollary 2.1 for T in place 
of S: 
rec(T)= {x I for some y we have both 0<yk<_0, keK,  and f(x;y)<_O}. (2.31) 
Then a second application of Corollary 2.1 gives rec(T)=rec(S). [] 
For any set S, we let rep(S) devote the smallest representable s t which contains 
S, if any exists, rep(S) is also termed the representable hull of S. 
Corollary 2.5. Suppose that S~ . . . . .  S t are either non-empty closed convex sets with 
the property that 
t 
x (i) = 0 with all x i e rec(Si) ~ all x ~i) = 0; 
i=l 
or that $1 .... ,St are non-empty polyhedra. Then 
rep(S113... 13 St) is obtained from the right-handside 
rep(S1U... U St) exists and 
rep(S113... U St) = (Ui si) + ~ rec(Si). (2.33) 
i 
(2.32) 
a representation of  
of  (2.21). In particular, 
Proof. Similar to that for (2.21). [] 
The system (2.21), "2 je  {0, 1}" replaced by "2 je  [0, 1]" (i.e. the linear relaxa- 
tion of the representation (2.21)), and with no parameters ytj), is given explicitly by 
Balas [2] in the linear case. This relaxation in parametrized form is also obtainable, 
after algebraic simplifications for this special case, from the co-propositions of [30]. 
Note in Corollary 2.5 that no recession conditions are placed on the sets Si. 
Finite unions S= Sj U-.. U St of polyhedra Si are also studied by Meyer [47] in 
terms of 'polyhedral union' representability. While such sets are not, in general, 
representable using integer variables, the basic principles of branch-and-bound still 
apply, and a larger class of sets is thus representable. However, in the branch-and- 
bound subproblems, reformulation of the representations may be necessary, and so 
present codes would need to be modified. 
3. Some examples in the linear case 
In this section, we provide some examples to illustrate the 'characterization 
results' in Theorem 2.1, as well as the constructions implicit in the proof. 
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The broadest perspective r garding Theorem 2.1 is this: all representability ssues 
are essentially those of 'either/or' constraints. I e., the only sets S which can be 
represented are unions of simply representable s ts (either closed convex Si or poly- 
hedral Si), S = Sl U. . .  t3 S t. Hence "x  ~ S"  is really: "x~ S 1 or ... or x ~ St". The 
fact that a technical condition also arises (i.e. rec(S) must be independent of i) in- 
dicates that only certain 'either/or' conditions can be represented, a fact which im- 
plicitly occurs in the need for lower or upper bounds in conventional treatment of 
'either/or' constraints (e.g. [17]). See [36] for experimental results on the disjunctive 
treatment of either/or constraints as compared to the 'standard' treatment. 
Example 3.1. We illustrate the value of the union operation, in terms of the unions 
of epigraphs of function. Such unions are used to obtain the min imum of the func- 
tions. 
Integer variables first became of interest in programming settings due to their 
ability to provide representations of a few simple situations, for example, the fixed- 
charge function (see [16]): 
f (x )= I 0, if x=0,  (3.1) 
c, if O<x<M.  
In (3.1), c_>0, and M>0 is a bound on the scalar variable x. 
The graph of f is 
gph(f) = {(z, x) Ix= O, z = 0} U {(z,x) ] O<x<M,  z = c}. 
It is not a closed set, hence it is not representable (Corollary 2.3). We seek instead 
a representation f the set 
S=epi ( f )=  {(z ,x) lx=O, z>O or O<_x<_M, z>_c}, 
which is the epigraph o f f .  As is explained in [32], a representation f  epi(f) is called 
for when "+f (x ) "  appears only in the objective function, and the objective is to 
be minimized. The latter setting is, of course, the one which occurs in the conven- 
tional treatments. Note also that in epi(f) one may use the constraint O<x<M,  
rather O<x<M.  Strict inequalities cannot be used in this context. 
We have epi( f )= P1 [')/)2 where 
P1 = {(Z,X)Ix=0, Z->0}, (3.2a) 
p2= {(z,x) lO<_x<_M , z>_c}. (3.2b) 
Note that P1 is itself the epigraph of a function g with g(x)=O for x=0,  and 
g(x) = + co for x:#0. Similarly, P2 is the epigraph of a function h with h(x) =c  for 
O<_x<_M, h(x)= + oo for xe  [0,M]. Pl (3/)2 is epi(f), where f (x )  = min{g(x), h(x)}. 
We note that rec(Pl)= {(z,x) lx = O, z > 0} = rec(P2). We shall use the construc- 
tion (2.21) from the proof of Theorem 2.1 to obtain a representation f epi(f). 
Using (2.21), we see that (z,x)~ epi(f) if and only if there are binary 21,22 with: 
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X (1) =0.21 ,  22 • O_X(2)_<M22, 
Z(l)~O" ).1, Z(2) >-- c ~.2, (3.3) 
~.1+22=1, x=x( l )+x (2), Z=Z(I)+Z (2). 
To obtain (3.3) from (2.21), the x in (2.21) is taken to be the vector (z,x) here, and 
vector conditions have been co-ordinatewise in (3.3). Also y(1) and y(2) of (2.21) do 
not occur (i.e. are 'empty vectors') while f l (x , z )=(x , -x , - z )  and b(l)=(0,0,0); 
f2(x,z)=(X,--X,--Z) and b(Z)= (M,O,-c). 
While (3.3) does not first seem to be the usual representation f a fixed charge, 
it will become that after some algebraic simplifications. Since x~l)=O in (3.3), 
we have X=X(1)+X(2)=X (2). Moreover, the constraints on z simply amount to 
z>_O • )tl +c 22. So actually (3.3) is: 
O<x<-M2 z, 21+22=1, z>-c22. (3.3)' 
The final simplifications are to omit 21, rename 22 to be a binary variable 2 and 
remove 21 +22= 1, and then to remove the constraint "z_>c22" by replacing all 
occurrences o f "  +f(x)"  in the (minimizing) objective by "+ c 2".  We now have the 
usual representation. I  any specific practical application of the techniques here, a 
study of possible simplifications i in order. 
Example 3.2. A fixed-charge function which is very similar to those occuring in 
several different contexts (e.g. [20]) is this function of several variables: 
f~ i  if all xj=0; 
f (xl  . . . . .  xm) = if O<<_xj<_Mj for all j ,  at least one xj>O, (3.4) 
and also ~ xj < M 
J 
Here c_> 0. 
For example, f may represent the fixed-charge for opening a 'warehouse'. The 
warehouse must be built if any flow of 'goods' xj from it occurs (i.e. if xj>0). A 
bound Mj is given on the flow xj and a bound M is given on the 'total throughput' 
Y~jxj of the warehouse (in some variants, the throughput is ~j ajxj, where the 
aj>O are weights). 
In another variant of this example, f is the fixed charge on an arc in a network, 
and xl . . . . .  x, are the path flows through the arc [11], [51]. The bounds Mj on xj 
may be derived from the capacity of the most restricting arc through which path j
flows; the bound M is a capacity for the arc bearing the fixed charge c. 
In another (capital-budgeting) variant, xj is a binary variable corresponding to 
the j-th 'project' (xj= 1 signifies that the project is taken on) and the charge is 
assessed if any one of the projects is done (so f treats an 'or': project 1 or -.- or 
project m). Other variants can be mentioned for f and functions quite similar to f .  
We have ep i ( f )=P  l UP  2 where: 
Pl = { (z, xl . . . . .  Xm) l Z >-O, xl . . . . .  Xm =0}, (3.5a) 
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P2=I(Z, X1 ..... Xm)[Z>-c,O<-xj<-Mjforallj;~.xj<_M 1 . (3.5b) 
J 
As in Example 3.1 above, we can use (2.21) to obtain a representation for epi(f), 
since 
rec(PO= rec(P2) = { (Z, Xl ..... Xm) ] z >- O, xl . . . . .  Xm=O} =Pl" 
We find that (z, xl ..... Xm) ~ epi(f) iff there are binary 21, 22 with: 
xjg) = 0.21 all j ,  
z(l)>O • 21, 
~2 + ).2 = 1, 
xj = x jl) + x) 2) all j ,  
x(2)~M22, 
O. )~2-~<Xj(2)~___M¢~2 all j, 
z(2)_> ¢,~2, 
Z = Z O) + Z (2). 
(3.6) 
Again, we can make use of the simplifications xj = 0 + x (2 ) :  X) 2), put "+ C 22" into 
the (minimizing) objective in place of "+f (x l  . . . . .  xm)", etc., and upon renaming 
22, here is what remains in the constraints: 
O<_xj<Mj2 all j ,  
(3.7) 
xj<_M2. 
J 
When M___ EjMj ,  of course the last constraint in (3.7) can be removed as it is 
implied (in the linear relaxation) by those previous. 
We contrast (3.7) with an 'equivalent' representation whose contraints involve: 
~ xj<-2minI~ Mj, M 1, 
J (3.8) 
xj>_O all j .  
In practice, (3.7) and its variants have been found far superior to (3.8) although 
many texts offer only the latter (see Section 5 of [20]). The two formulations are 
equivalent when 2 is binary, but (3.7) is generally much tighter in the linear relaxa- 
tion. For some instances where often dramatic differences are reported in favor of 
(3.7) or variants of it, see e.g. [13], [20], or [60]. 
Example 3.3. In (2.21) we allowed for the occurrence of parameters y(l) in the 
description (2.2) of the polyhedron Pi, even though, in principle, a polyhedron can 
be represented without additional parameters. Yet there can be practical advantages 
to allowing parameters, and we seek to illustrate that fact in this example. 
In [35], we described two means of constructing representations. These were the 
'polyhedral representation' which corresponds to (2.21) with no parameters (and 
which therefore is identical to the construction of Balas in [2]) and the 'extreme 
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point representation', which was new. We next show that the extreme point repre- 
sentation of [35] is (after algebraic simplifications) only a special case of (2.21) in 
which parameters are allowed. Then in subsequent examples we will work some 
extreme point representations in detail. 
Let polyhedra Pi be given (i = 1 .... , t) with rec(Pi) independent of i. At one ex- 
treme, we can have no parameters, and with Pi = {x[A(i)x<.b (i)} a direct applica- 
tion of (2.21) is this polyhedral representation for S=P~ U...  U Pt: 
A(i)x(i)<b(i)Ai, i= 1 . . . . .  t, 
E Ai = 1, Ai ~ {0, 1}, (3.9) 
i 
X= ~ X (i). 
i 
At another extreme, we may use a finite basis for Pi: 
Pi =conv[{ v(ij)]j = 1 . . . . .  ni }l + cone[{ w (~) Ik = 1 . . . . .  s}l. 
Here, the cone is independent of i since it is the recession directions rec(P;) of Pi. 
In other words, xeP i  if and only if there are scalars 26_>0, ak>_0 with: 
n, 
X= E 2ij O(ij)+ ~ ¢7k w(k), 
j= l  k=l  
n, (3.10) 
l=EA o. 
)=1 
Using (3.10) as a representation f Pi, we see that (2.21) gives this representation 
for S: 
ni s 
x(i)---- E ~tij O(ij) + E q(i)w(k), 
j= l  k=l  
nl 
Xi = ~ ~.u, 2u >-0, ~'k-(i)>o'-- 
j=l (3.11) 
~.i= 1, ~.i~ {0,1}, 
i 
X= ~ X (i). 
i 
In (3.11), a superscript had to be appended to ak because the process in (2.21) re- 
quire that all auxiliary variables in different y(i) are distinct. 
One obvious simplifications in (3.11) is to insert the expression for x (° directly 
into the last row, thereby obviating the need for all auxiliary variables x (i). One 
then collects terms, and as a final simplification, one introduces new variables 
Ok= ~i Ok (i) for each k= 1 .. . . .  t. The result is: 
r~ 
2i= ~ 20, all 2ij->O , O'k->0 , 
j= l  
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2i=1, 2i6 {0, 1}, (3.12) 
i 
ri 
x= ~ ~ ,~jv~J~ + ~ cr~ w ~k~. 
i j= l  k=l  
(3.12) is what we termed the 'extreme point representation' i  [35]. Many of the 
textbook formulations for functions derive from it, as we shall see in examples to 
follow; we developed it as a generalization f a construction of Beale [5]. It is advan- 
tageous when the number of extreme points in each P~ is 'small', since the number 
of constraints in (3.12) is fewer than in (3.9), except for the rare case that each A i 
in (3.18) has only one row. For functions of one variable, the vector x has two com- 
ponents (one for abcissa and one for ordinate), and the number of extreme points 
of Pi in two dimensions is no more than the number of constraints. For that 
reason, the extreme point representation is generally more compact han the poly- 
hedral with one-variable functions. 
Obviously, (2.21) allows the possibility of 'hybrid' representations, in which some 
Pi are represented by inequalities, and other P~ by finite bases; and yet other P~ 
need not be represented either way. See Example 3.5 below for one illustration of 
such possibilities. 
Example 3.4. We discuss piecewise-linear functions of a single variable. Let f be 
defined in intervals [al, ai+ 1 ] for i = 1 .. . . .  t with f (a i )  = b i and f obtained by linear 
extrapolation within an interval. Thus ep i ( f ) - -U iP i  where the extreme points of 
the polyhedron Pi are (hi, ai) and (bi+ 1, ai+ 1) which are given multipliers 2il and ,~i2 
(so that an extreme point between two intervals gets two multipliers, one from each 
of the adjoining polyhedra). As before, we can ignore the vertical recession direc- 
tions. Here (3.12) becomes: 
)Li=2il+2i2 , i=1 .... ,t, 
all 2ij_>O, 2i~{0, 1}, (3.13) 
£ 
i 
x= ~ ().ilai+,~i2ai+l) 
i 
where ~i ()tilbi+~'i2bi+l) is entered into the objective function for f (x) .  
The formulation (3.13) has occurred in [4]. 
To generalize the concept of a piecewise-linear function from one to several 
variables, we would first generalize the concept of an interval, and the simplest step 
here is to let a simplex take its place (triangles for two variables, tetrahedra for 
three, etc). Thus the domain o f f  is 'simplicially subdivided' [57]. The treatment of 
this example will then go over directly, and since a simplex has only (d+ 1) vertices 
for a function f of d-variables, the main practical obstacle would be the number of 
simplices needed. 
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Example 3.5. We conclude with an example that utilizes parameters y(i) for the in- 
dividual polyhedra Pi, but in a manner different from the 'extreme point' repre- 
sentation (3.11). 
When each polyhedron Pi in the union S = Ui Pi is itself a convex span of poly- 
hedra Bij 
Pi=conv(j~elBij ) (3.14) 
with rec(Bij ) independent of i and j, and Bo={xlA(iJ)x>_b(iJ) }, we have rec(Pi) 
[= rec(Bij)] independent of i. It can then be shown that: 
x(i)sP i iff there exist 2U_>0, ~ X/ j - l ,  with 
j~l 
x(i)= E x(ij) and A(iJ)x(iJ)~b(iJ)J.ij. (3.15) 
j6 l  
Consequently, using the parametrized form (3.15), and following algebraic simplifi- 
cations, we have the following representation for S= Ui Pi: 
'~i = E '•'/j, all 2,j>_O, 
jeri 
2i= 1, all 2i~{0,1}, 
i (3.16) 
x= ~ ~ x ~0), and 
i j 
A(iJ)x(iJ)>_2ub(iJ) for all i= 1 .. . . .  t and jeIi. 
Now (3.16) has its first few sets of constraints from the 'extreme point' formula- 
tion (3.12), while its last constraints are of the 'polyhedra' formulation type. It is 
truly a 'hybrid formulation'. 
In the case that the polyhedra Pi were 'small' hypercubes placed at the vertices 
of the polar ([52], [58]) to the hypercube (as e.g. the octahedron is a polar to the 
cube, in three dimensions) neither the polyhedral nor extreme point formulations 
would be of practical value. Due to the polar hypercube, an exponential number of 
faces would be needed in the polyhedral form; due to the small hypercubes, an ex- 
ponential number of extreme points occur in the extreme point form. Yet in dimen- 
sion n, only 2n inequalities are needed in A(iJ)x(iJ)>__.~,ijb(iJ) to describe the 
hypercube Pi = Bij (here Ii= { 1 } for all i). Thus the system (3.16) is actually of only 
moderate size. 
4. Some special features of the convex case; examples 
The b.c.r, sets are intended for use in convex mixed-integer (binary) programm- 
ing, which is an optimization problem of the type: 
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min{f(x, u) IF(x, u) <_ b, u binary} (4.1) 
where f and F are positively homogeneous closed, convex functions, b is a vector, 
and F is a vector function. An alternate definition of this class of optimization pro- 
blem is that it has the form 
min{cx' [x'~ S} (4.2) 
where S is a b.c.r, set. Indeed, given the form (4.1), we can take 
S = {x' = (z, x) IF(x, u) < b, - z +f(x, u) < 0 for some 0 < u_< 1 binary} 
and we may put cx'=z. By Theorem 2.1, S is a b.c.r, set (since (2.2) is easily check- 
ed) and (4.1) is equivalent to min{zl(z,x)eS}. Conversely, given an optimization 
(4.2), a representation (2.1) exists for S, and it can be used to rewrite (4.2) in the 
form (4.1). 
Moreover, in (4.1) the positive homogeneity condition of f and F can be dropped. 
Here S' = { (z, x) [ z >_f(x, u), F(x, u) < b for some u binary} is a finite union of closed, 
convex sets with the same recession directions, even without positive homogeneity. 
By Theorem 2.1, S' is b.c.r. Also, (4.1) is equivalent to min{z ](z, x) e S'}, hence the 
form (4.2) holds for the optimization and it is a convex MIP. 
Borwein [9] has studied a closely related problem, from the perspective of duality 
results rather than representability. The focus in [9] is what we term here the convex 
relaxation, and those in [9] are similar to the ones given here. Many problem in- 
stances of [9] are not integer epresentable, 
Proposition 4.1. Let f be a closed, convex function with no values o f -  0% 
epi(f) = {(z,x) la~z + aix<bi, i e I}  (4.3) 
and define g(x, y) for y > 0 by 
g(x,y)=inf{zla~z +aix-biy<O, i~ I} .  (4.4) 
Then g is positively homogeneous, closed, convex with no -oo values, and." 
g(0, 0) = 0, (4.5a) 
g(x,y) =yf(x/y)  for y>0,  (4.5b) 
g(x, 0)-- lim g(x,y). (4.5c) 
y-*O + 
Proof. Since the epigraph of g is the closed, convex cone 
epi(g) = {(z,x,y)[y~_0, a~z + aix - biy<-O, i~ I} ,  
g is closed, convex and positively homogeneous. As f has no - oo values, at least 
one a~> 0; hence g has no - oo values by (4.4). This gives (4.5a), and (4.5b) follows 
from the fact that, for y> 0, 
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(z,x,y)eepi(g) ~ a~(z/y)+ai(x/y)-bi<-O, i~ l  
• ~ (z/y, x/y) • epi(f) 
z/y >_f(x/y). (4.6) 
Finally, (4.5c) follows since closed, convex functions are continuous along line 
segments. [] 
We have studied the construction (4.4) of g from f (as described via (4.3)), since 
it gives a more direct way of representing a set of the form S= {x If(x) <_ b} than 
via the route (2.5)-(2.8) of Theorem 2.1. To obtain a representation f this set S 
via positively homogeneous closed, convex functions we need only note, by (4.5b): 
x~S ~ for some y, g(x,y)<_b and y=l .  (4.7) 
(Here (2.2) is easily checked.) The function g in the representation (4.7) is moreover, 
independent of b, which is not true of the representation btained via (2.5)-(2.8). 
By (4.5), g(x, y) can also be defined as the unique positively homogeneous, closed, 
convex function with g(x, 1) =f(x) for all x. In fact, (4.5a) and (4.5b) are forced by 
positive homogeneity, and (4.5c) by the closure of g. Our proof established that a 
convex function exists meeting these stipulations, while the 'intrinsic' characteriza- 
tion in terms of the stipulations hows that g(x, y) is actually independent of the 
description (4.3) of the epigraph of f .  
Aside from the technical difficulties along (x, 0) the use of b.c. representations is 
very much like that for b-MIP representations. We content ourselves with two 
examples, and comment primarily on new features that arise in the convex case. 
Example 4.1. We wish to represent the fact that at least one of these conditions is 
met: 
Fi(x) <_ b (i) (for some i = 1 . . . . .  t). (4.8) 
Furthermore, x is restricted to be in hypercube O<_xj<_Mj, Mi_>0, for all j. In 
(4.8), F i is a vector of closed, convex functions which are finite-valued on the 
hypercube, and b (i) is a vector (distinct from the scalar b i in (4.3) and (4.4)). 
Let Gi(x ,y) be constructed from Fi(x) according to the componentwise use of the 
construction (4.4) of ProPosition 4.1. Then we can represent (4.8), plus the hound- 
ing conditions, by: 
Gi(x,y)<-b (i), y= 1, 
(4.9) 
0_<xj_<Mj, all j .  
Now use of (2.21), for the union of the conditions gives (after using the simplifica- 
tion from Yi = ).i): 
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. (i) O<-x)i)<--Mj2i all i,j, Gi(x ,hi) ~ 2i b(i), 
1=~ hi, all2i~{O, 1}, x=~x ~i). 
i i 
(4.10) 
Example 4.2. We wish to represent the epigraph of a function F(x)= 
min{Fl(x),F2(x)} on the hypercube 0<xj_<Mj (Mj___0), where Fl(x) and F2(x) are 
closed, convex and finite-valued scalar functions on this hypercube. 
Clearly, we have for x in the hypercube: 
(z,x) ~ epi(F) ,--, (z,x) ~ eigi(Fl) or (z,x) ~ epi(F 2) 
FI(x)- z<O or F2(x)- z<O 
Gi(x,y)-z<O or G2(x,y)-z<O 
y= 1 y= 1. (4.11) 
In (4.28), G1 and G 2 are constructed from F1 and F2 via Proposition 4.1 (as in 
Example 4.1). The use of (2.21) then gives this representation for epi(F), after 
simplification: 
GI(X(1),2i)<--Zl, G2((2), 22) ~ Z2, 
0_<x)l)_<2iM~ for i=1,2 and all j, 
(4.12) 
41+42-----1, 21,22 E; {0, 1 }, 
X=X(I)+x (2), Z=Zl +Z 2. 
Now if this representation (4.12) is used only for F occurring in a minimizing 
criterion, in place of (4.12) one uses only these constraints: 
O<x)i)<_2iMj for i=1,2 and all j, 
41+42=1,  2122E {0, 1 } , (4.13) 
X=X(I) +x (2). 
Then one puts "G1(xO),21)+Gz(x(2),22)" in the objective function, in place of 
"+F(x ) " .  The last constraints x=x~l)+x ~2) in (4.12) are needed to 'link' this sub- 
part of the program into the main program. 
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